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Eric creates awareness for Baby Boomers who desire to realign their lives with 
what really matters. In 2004, Eric realized he was misaligned with what he was 
doing to earn a living versus who he was/is at his core. He chose to leave a 
comfortable corporate cocoon and soon thereafter made a commitment to 
awaken and illuminate others to “Who They Truly Are.”

AAs a Professional Coach, Eric is PCC credentialed by the International Coach 
Federation. He blends his personal experiences with practical tools and 
strategies to shift mindsets. He focuses on the principles of possibilities, 
self-belief, and choice to yield new perspectives and action around the 
passions and potential of what he calls the “chronologically gifted.”

HHaving navigated a significant career change himself, Eric understands and 
values transformation. His life story is living proof. His mission now is focused 
on preparing boomers for active and fulfilling lives as they explore, approach, 
and ultimately experience life’s “Third Act.”

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

““He has just the right mix. Eric was able to deliver a serious message packed 
with valuable content without being dry and boring. I feel that his background as 
a Life Coach keeps Eric very audience-focused. Eric’s story was about his 
personal experience but the message was, we can improve and not about him. I 
know time is valuable. Listening to Eric’s message was a worthwhile investment 
and I recommend him as a speaker without hesitation.”

Tanda Headrick, CEO, Vanguard Technology Corp.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

“Eric is an accomplished speaker who brings empathy and passion, 
as well as informative and intriguing subject matter to his audiences. 
His confident, grounded style engages listeners seeking to learn 
something new or come to a reawakening about themselves
and their perspectives.”

Dale Burch, Retired Business Executive

Contact Eric Today for Priority Scheduling!

www.EricTonningsen.com | (505) 901-2852

Eric Tonningsen specializes in exciting individuals about “What Can Still Be.”
With ease and anecdote, he inspires people to tap into their personal gifts, unique experiences, and wisdom, 
to create lives of even greater significance. He achieves this via speaking, personal coaching, blogging, 
and with fascinating guests on his Awakening to Awareness podcast.
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